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When to Listen to a Dire Warning 
Sarah Green Carmichael interviewing Richard Clarke. HBR Ideacast. 
Most people have never heard of the civil engineer who warned Tokyo Electric not to put a nuclear 
power station at tsunami-prone Fukushima, or of the accountant who warned the SEC three years 
running that Bernie Madoff was running a Ponzi scheme. These people were Cassandras: they 
accurately prophesied disaster, but their warnings went unheeded. What should you do about your 
own organisation’s Cassandras? In this HBR Ideacast, Sarah Green Carmichael interviews Richard 
Clarke. Clarke’s Cassandra credentials are impeccable: he led counterterrorism efforts for presidents 
Bill Clinton and George W. Bush, and he warned George W Bush’s incoming administration that Osama 
bin Laden and Al Qaida would be its greatest threat. He advises companies to adopt a dynamic 
‘surveillance and hedging’ strategy when a Cassandra appears: expend some resources to keep the 
relevant data under watch, and create a contingency plan that would come into action if your 
Cassandra is proved right. If the data you’re watching begin to change to favour the warnings you’ve 
been given, put more resources into contingency planning. More: Podcast | transcript. 
 
Warning: Do Not Just Average Predictions! 
Ville Satopää, INSEAD knowledge 
It’s generally agreed that combining several predictions is a more accurate way to predict results than 
simply relying on a single prediction. Should you always just take the mean of what those around you 
believe? No, say the authors: that approach is valid when those making predictions all have the same 
information (for example, a group of people trying to guess the number of jellybeans in a jar), but it’s 
not appropriate when people making predictions have different information. With colleagues, the 
author, an assistant professor at INSEAD, has developed a statistical model that nudges the outcome 
away from the average of all predictions towards an extreme. It’s appropriate, he says, for situations 
where people who are asked to make predictions about something have partial, non-overlapping 
information. More.   
 
Silicon Valley siphons our data like oil. But the deepest drilling has just begun 
Ben Tarnoff. The Guardian. 
What if a cold drink cost more on a hot day? In the Guardian, Ben Tarnoff tells us that three of the UK’s 
biggest supermarket chains are rolling out the ‘surge pricing’ we know from Uber, with the result that 
prices are likely to rise and fall with demand. And, drawing on Amazon’s takeover of Whole Foods on 
the other side of the Atlantic, the author predicts that simple surge pricing in supermarkets will look 
primitive when compared with the effect of data mining in the near future. Amazon, for example, has 
just taken out a patent for a drone that monitors your house as it makes a delivery, enabling Amazon 
to make you further offers – for example, for a new roof to replace the one you’ve always been 
meaning to fix. More. 
 
Bridging to Brexit 
BCG (commissioned and published by the Association for Financial Markets in Europe) 
The AFME commissioned BCG to ‘pressure test’ the possible impacts of a hard Brexit on European end 
users of banking and capital markets services, and this report is the result. Stating plainly that its 
projections should be considered a worst case, BCG outlines how companies and investors would be 
affected if Brexit negotiations resulted in significant obstacles to free trade and the free movement of 
people between the UK and the EU: the cost and effort required to obtain equity capital, debt funding, 
risk management and other wholesale banking services would rise, both within the UK and when 
sourced from across the new UK/EU border. Soberingly, BCG’s research shows that most of the SMEs 
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and large companies it interviewed expected their banks to “address all the challenges and absorb all 
the costs that Brexit could create in the wholesale banking sector,” while supporting businesses 
through the Brexit process without any change to business as usual. More. 
 
Getting into your competitor’s head 
Hugh Courtney, John T. Horn, and Jayanti Kar. McKinsey Quarterly. 
The success of your company’s strategy can’t be uncoupled from the strategies of your 
competitors, yet a recent survey of business executives found that the actions and reactions of 
potential rivals almost never play a role in decisions to introduce and price new products. If you 
want to reverse-engineer your competitors’ strategy, these McKinsey authors say, you need to 
think at both the individual and the organisational level. On an individual level, you need to think 
like your competitors’ decision-makers. And that means that you need to know exactly who makes 
which decisions, and which influences and incentives guide them. At the organisational level, you 
need to search for the perfect strategic fit between your competitor’s resources and its market 
environment. Since most competitors will have different assets, resources, capabilities, and 
market positions, they are likely to be in asymmetric competition with you – that is, they will react 
to the same market opportunities and threats in different ways. For example, Microsoft’s Xbox 
competes with Nintendo’s Wii, but Microsoft’s ultimate aim is to make sure it dominates the 
highly networked “digital living room” of the future, of which the Xbox is a key component, 
whereas Nintendo is a pure-play company that focuses on entertainment. So, although the Xbox 
and the Wii fulfil the same immediate need for consumers, each company is likely to focus on 
different features and product capabilities. More. 
 
Pinpointing the global forces that drive progress 
Allen Webb, Sven Smit, Ezra Greenberg. McKinsey Quarterly. 
High-level industry trends will affect your company’s competitive environment – soon, if not 
immediately. In this podcast, three McKinsey experts run through a process for eliciting the trends that 
will affect your industry, and discuss how to draw out and act on the implications those trends have for 
your own business. An example: one of the nine macro trends that McKinsey itself has identified is 
called ‘the dark side,’ and encompasses ideas like cyberterrorism (and terrorism in real life). To 
transform that insight into an actionable trend, companies could look to acquire, develop or invest in 
businesses in their own industry that exploit those insecurities, or defend against them. More. 
 
Beyond the Hype: The Real Champions of Building the Digital Future 
Michael Grebe , Michael Rüßmann , and Michael Leyh. BCG report. 
BCG has surveyed 1,300 companies in the US and Europe, and found a remarkable divide between 
digital high performers (which are focusing now on revenue-generating activities like customer 
experience reinvention and next-generation sales) and digital laggards. What distinguishes the top 
performers? First, they invest – at least half of them put 5% or more of OpEx into digital offerings, 
business models and customer experiences. Secondly, they recruit digital talent, infusing it 
throughout their workforce. Thirdly, they embed digital in both business units and functions. Some 
laggards are focusing their digital activities largely on catching up and establishing basic digital 
capabilities. Others lack even a well-formulated ambition for digital transformation. By contrast, 
digital leaders have underpinned a clear vision for digital with hard KPIs. What’s your own 
company’s digital maturity? The authors offer a checklist that lets you rank yourself against the 
1,300 companies in its own research. More. 
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